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Newsletter Summer 2020
The Covid 19 situation has highlighted the extremes of human responses world-wide. From the totally
irresponsible actions to the heart-warming acts of compassion. And on a local level the Friends of Judy
Woods have experienced both. For instance, clearing vast amounts of debris left by drinking parties has
been annoying, but we have rejoiced in the unsolicited assistance we received from members of the public.
So I want to say to everyone concerned many thanks for all the work you have done and continue to do.
I am keeping my bit brief this edition, as I am giving space to Mary to write about a particular local lady.
Geoff Twentyman (Chair)
I’m disappointed that we are not able to hold the walk planned for 1 st August to commemorate the
anniversary of the death of Judy North after whom the woods are named. She died, aged 75, on 17 th
March 1870. We don’t know her birthday – she was baptised on 25 th February 1795 – so we decided to
hold the walk on Yorkshire Day – celebrating a grand old Yorkshire personality.
Judy was married three times. In 1819 when she was 24 she married Joseph Barraclough a weaver.
During their eight years of marriage, they had 5 children, but only John – whom you’ve probably seen
pictures of - survived childhood. In 1833 aged 38 she married Isaac Jowett a wool comber – they had no
children together and again that marriage lasted eight years, spooky! She married for the last time in
1847, aged 52 to Joseph North whom she’d probably known since childhood as he grew up at Horse Close
Bridge and she lived near Royds Hall. Joseph and his first wife had eleven children and as one of them was
also called John, that’s probably why her son ended up being known as John O’Judy. Sadly, that marriage
only lasted two and half years.
With John’s help Judy took over her late husband’s market garden and sold she refreshments to picnic
parties who walked in the lanes in the area. The woods, which belonged to the Low Moor Company, were
private at that time. On one occasion she appeared in court for Sabbath Breaking – her crime? Selling a
pen’orth of nuts on a Sunday! She was fined 5s and costs of £1 1s 4d.
Hopefully we will be able to re-schedule the walk and I will show you where Judy is buried and look round
Salthorn where she was living at the time of her death and on the way round visit three local nature
reserves. Watch out for the new date.
Mary Twentyman
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Welcombe to Ed Brightman
Ed Brightman, Assistant Trees and Woodlands Manager, is our new contact with Bradford council, he replaces
Andrew Cutts. We had a great relationship with Andrew. We wish Ed all the best in his new post and trust we
will have an equally good working relationship with him.
Bird of the Season - Wood Pigeon
The bird of this, and any other, season in Judy
Woods is the wood pigeon which is present
throughout the year, sometimes in large flocks.
It is differentiated from the feral pigeon by
being larger and having white patches on the
neck and wings. Other pointers to identification
are its cooing song and its habit of clapping its
wings on takeoff which can make quite a clatter
and which serves as an alarm call.
The wood pigeon is unique amongst birds in the
fact that it produces a milky substance (crop
milk) on which it feeds its young. It is not
dependent on the seasonal food which other
vegetarian birds need to feed their young and so
has an extended breeding season.
Pigeon meat has been baked in pies for centuries
- as followers of Game of Thrones will know.
Balsam Issues
Notices have been put up at the entrances to the woods
with instructions on how to identify and dispose of
Himalayan Balsam should any members of the public wish to
help us in removing this dreaded invader.
Here are two young “balsam bashers”.
In July we normally invite the public to the annual “Balsam
Bash” when we spend a Saturday morning removing as much
of the plant as possible, especially the ones near to the
beck. The inducement, pie & peas at one of the local pubs.
However, this public event was not possible this year,
nevertheless, two teams of PTG members, one working from
the Station Road end and the other from the Woodside
end, did a Saturday morning of bashing.
Work started on balsam bashing in late May. We were
pleased to find balsam had been almost eradicated in areas
we have concentrated on in earlier years, so our efforts, in
the main, have been successful. However, a year or two of
complacency will potentially undo all the good work, so
keeping up with the task will be necessary.
The Woods Rediscovered
Now that social distancing rules are more relaxed work in the woods will be made easier. Maybe during the
Covid 19 pandemic more locals have discovered/ rediscovered the woods and will continue to enjoy them
when things normalise. We must hope that if they do, they will take their litter and dog poo bags away with
them when they leave.

Blocked Lane
An overhanging branch eventually came down (it was
threatening to for a while) and blocked Royds Hall
Lane just up from the junction with High Fernley Road.
This was probably due to a combination of the weight
of new foliage, rain and the high winds we had
experienced at that time. The “Heavy Brigade” sorted
it out in an hour or so. It was more difficult than it
would otherwise have been as we were keeping two
metres apart. Photo shows the team, L to R Joyce (as
a spectator) Ian, Chris & Brian.
The Covid lock-down and the wonderful spring
weather encouraged the locals to rediscover the
woods. They brought with them their rubbish and
deposited this and their dog poo in the bin at the
junction of High Fernley Road and the main path.
The photo shows Paul with his wheelbarrow heavily
loaded with three large bags collected from the bin
(and the surrounding area).
A big shout out to Paul who lives within walking
distance of the wood and was one of the members
of the PTG who continued the bin emptying and
litter picking during the strict period.
Fly Tipping
We had a fly tipping incident behind our container on Station Road,
inside the security fence. Network Rail were contacted and they
removed the rubbish quite quickly, our contact said that one of
their key holders must have left the gate unlocked. This definitely
was not one of us, as we always double check the gate before
leaving. Photo shows the pile of rubbish, we moved from where it
was dumped between the container and the railway line, to the
position that you see, closer to the gate to make it easier for
picking up.
It is annoying when such large items such as those in the picture
are dumped, I wonder if the householders are aware that the
remnants of their bedroom or kitchen are being fly tipped by
irresponsible tradesmen. Perhaps they don’t care as long as they
get a cheap job.
The Rebuilding Team
Kevin Walker, a PTG member in its early days has returned to the group and together with pals Hugh and
John has formed a dry-stone walling team. They have been working on some of our damaged walls in June &
July and already have made a noticeable improvement.
What we really want to do is to spend some time with them to see if we can pick up some tips so we can do
some ourselves. The Covid restrictions have prevented us from doing this.
A three man dry stone wall team worked on Wed 17 th June, Photos of before and after are available for
viewing on the website and on the Facebook page.

Snippets
Four apple trees and four rowans have been planted in Judy's Field to provide food and shelter for wildlife.
They have subsequently been watered during the dry spell.
Large items have been removed from the beck, the massive amounts of water during the “wet season” has
buried car tyres and supermarket trolleys (2.5 trolleys)
Reconditioned markers have been fitted to some of the trees on the Picture Trail
Branch Management
A Branch overhanging the pavement and parked cars was removed
on Station Road just opposite the gates to the container site.

Jagger Park Wood – Stepping Stones
Gone Again
Record amounts of rain have meant that
we're waiting until the worst is over
before restoring the stepping stones in
the beck by Jagger Park Wood. We've
been clearing leaves blocking drains,
culverts, steps and paths and cutting
back overhanging branches.

Winter Flood Damage
During the winter floods, the retaining wall/revetment which
protects the mineral line, has been damaged and partially undercut
so will need some work and concrete to strengthen the
foundations. It will be difficult to keep social distancing while
working on the concrete shuttering required, to strengthen the
foundations of the revetment, so completion of this will have to
wait till the rules are relaxed.
We have been surprised at how
much material has been removed by the force of water, even
though there were 2 leaky dams further upstream to calm the
Double Yellow Lines – Passing Place
water flow. The power of water during a flash flood never ceases The resurfacing has been completed on
to amaze. Ironically this tributary of the main beck is now dry, as Station Road, at a point half way
it normally is during the summer months.
between the two gates, Highways have
Beware of the Rope Swings
put in a section of no parking double
There was a serious accident in the woods, a man followed his two yellow lines this enables a passing place
children on a rope swing, it snapped, he fell and seriously damaged for cars and enables the trucks from the
his ankle. A quote from the newspaper follows. “A 42 year old man nearby logistics company to get their
had a horror fall from a rope swing in front of his partner and two waggons through without the road being
children in Judy Woods, Wyke. One of the children had a go, and blocked.
then when his dad had a go the rope snapped throwing him down a
steep banking and caused an open fracture to his ankle. He was
left screaming in agony and was taken to hospital where his ankle
was pinned and he will need further surgery once the swelling has
gone down. His partner thanked paramedics and mountain rescue
personnel, who were needed to bring him up the steep bank" We
have been instructed by the council to cut down any rope swing
that we find, but we obviously don't get them all and they
reappear more quickly than we would like. Photo shows the
emergency services at work.
Check the Website
Due to the government guidance it has not been possible to have any committee meetings since lock-down
and the AGM had to be cancelled along with, to date, all planned events. Events later in the year will
depend on the degree of relaxation of the regulations. Keep an eye on the website and the Facebook page
for up to date information.
A Big Thank You
And finally a great big thank you goes to all the members of the PTG who live within walking distance of the
woods and have spent their hour of daily exercise doing some litter picking and bin emptying. A number of
members not living within walking distance were obviously not able to help during this period.

